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For more information regarding the Early Years 

Foundation Stage Curriculum please follow the 

links below:  

www.gov.uk/early-years-foundation-stage 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/

government/uploads/system/uploads/

attachment_data/file/762499/EYFS_profile_ 

handbook_2019.pdf 

Nursery  

2 Year Olds &  

3 - 4 Year Olds 

Curriculum 

Information 

 

   Active Learning 

We inspire active learning by: 

 Being involved and encouraging 

concentration 

 Encouraging perseverance 

 Celebrating achievements and success 

  Understanding the World 

This term we will look at growth and changes 

that occur over time, our focus will be on the 

lifecycle of a butterfly, frog and chicken. We 

will also be looking at seeds and talk about 

what a seed is, where it comes from and 

which seeds we can eat. We will also look at 

habitats for caterpillars and butterflies. 

 
Expressive Art & Design 

We will be looking at butterflies and we will 

carry out observational drawings of their 

wings. We will learn colour names as well as 

mixing colours focusing on how colour can 

be changed to create new colours. Using 

our imaginations and role play we will act 

out the story of ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’. 
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Mathematics 

We will be focusing a lot on counting this half 

term. The children will be encouraged to 

count objects surrounding us and use numbers 

to represent the total amounts. 

We will have lots of fun making symmetrical 

butterflies, looking at and making a variety of 

different patterns. 

Children will have opportunities every day to 

‘play’ with numbers and show an interest in 

representing them. We will ‘air write’ number 

formation and hunt for numbers in our 

environment.  



 At The Devonshire Hill Nursery & Primary 

School our vision is to equip your child 

with core academic and social skills 

needed to be prepared for life. 

We teach our children: 
 

Responsibility   Independence 

Initiative   Generosity 

Curiosity   Perseverance 

Optimism   Social Intelligence 

  Literacy 

We will be building an understanding of the 

main story settings, events and principals of 

the story ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’.  

By encouraging the children to describe the 

characters in the story they will be able to 

use their understanding to create drawings 

of the caterpillar from the story. 

We will talk about how different stories are 

structured and we will be encouraging the 

children to join in with repeated phrases 

during our story time. 

We will be continuing to practise our 

phonics, focusing on developing our 

knowledge of sounds. For useful parent 

information and resources related to the 

Read Wright Inc Phonics programme visit: 

www.ruthmiskin.com/en/parents/ 

Please share books with your child at home 

and encourage them to answer questions 

about the story.  

 

 Communication & 
Language 

We are really focusing on developing our 

speaking and listening skills this term and 

will be introducing new areas within our 

learning environment which are aimed at 

helping us to improve these skills.  

The following books will be shared with the 

children in this subject: 

‘The Little Red Hen’  

by Margot Zemach  

‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’ 

 by Eric Carle  

‘The Teeny Weeny Tadpoles’ 

by Sheridan Cain 

 

Personal, Social & Emotional 

Development 

Our topic this half 

term is about: 

‘Changes’  

We will learn about 

a variety of different 

changes that occur 

around us. For 

example, changes of emotion, changes 

in the environment and changes through 

different life cycles. 

You should talk to your child about the 

different stages in the life cycle of the 

butterfly, frog and chicken.  

Speak to your child about the concept of 

change and discuss why this happens. 

Grow a plant together and observe the 

changes to the plant as it grows. Bake a 

cake together and talk about the 

changes made to the ingredients during 

the process of cooking. 

We will continue to support children by 

helping them to develop positive 

relationships with both their peers and 

with adults. 

 Physical Development  

We will continue to provide your child with 

lots of opportunities aimed at developing 

their understanding of health and self 

care.  

Key workers will plan time for children to 

experiment with equipment aimed at 

developing gross and fine motor skills as 

well as encouraging children to make 

healthy choices when choosing food.  

Children will also continue to practise 

writing their names and holding different 

mark making tools appropriately, e.g. 

paint brushes, chunky chalks/crayons, 

pencils. 


